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Reasons Why

European Corporate Bond
Sustainable and Responsible
Investment Fund
01 Implementing a sustainable and
responsible investment approach

02 S
 ecurity selection tailored to the
overall environment

Our approach focuses on whether companies
meet recognised sustainability standards,
seeking improvement through active
engagement. This approach maintains the
delivery of compelling outperformance.

Our managers focus on bottom-up credit
selection. We aim to add value predominantly
from idiosyncratic credit risk while adjusting
the overall risk and themes within the
portfolio through a careful assessment of
macroeconomic and political drivers.
This approach enables us to outperform
consistently across different
market environments.

03 Consistent outperformance
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Cumulative outperformance
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As a result of the sustainable and responsible investment
approach, companies that fail to meet our minimum
environmental, social and governance (ESG) standards are
excluded. However, through portfolio construction methods,
the outperformance generated by the European Corporate Bond
SRI Fund is comparable to our traditional European Corporate
Bond Fund.

Only 3 instances of underperformance
(by 0.1% or more) since inception
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Benchmark returns
Source: Aberdeen Standard Investments, gross performance, 31 October 2003 to
31 December 2018. Performance is shown gross of fees and does not reﬂect investment
management fees. Had such fees been deducted, returns would have been lower.

Past performance is not a guide to future results.

25

Exclusion Criteria
Controversial Weapons
Fails UN Global Compact
Tobacco Manufacture
Lowest SRI Rating
Total Exclusion

% of benchmark Number of Issuers
0.45%
5
3.55%
6
0.96%
4
1.09%
14
6.05%
29

European Corporate Bond SRI Fund
04 Deeply-resourced global credit team

05 Team-based ethos – Team responsibility;
individual accountability

We offer an on-the-ground resource based
across the UK, US and Pan-Asia. This is
integrated through a global research
platform enabling localised research to be
accessible across the globe.

Our portfolio management and research
functions are integrated; this facilitates
the pooling of investment insight and
expertise. We have forged strong
relationships with ASI’s broader
investment teams, including Equity,
Macroeconomics, and Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG).

06 Embedded ESG approach
We strongly believe that considering ESG
factors alongside traditional bottom-up
company fundamentals and macroeconomic
considerations adds value. It provides
valuable information to build a complete
picture of the risks and opportunities a
company might be facting – not only today,
but also on a forward-looking basis.

Discrete Annual Returns (%)
Name

2015

2016

IBOXX Euro Corporate All Maturities TR

7.83

SLI European Corporate Bond Sustainable
and Responsible Investment D A EUR

8.03

*Returns shown are year to 28/02 (29/02 for 2016).
Performance Data: Share Class D Acc EUR. Source: FE Analytics, Discrete Annual returns, net of fees, in EUR.

Past performance is not a guide to future results.

Key Facts
Fund type

SICAV Fund

Domicile

Luxembourg

Launch date

17 Oct 2012

Base currency

EUR

Current fund size

€885.2m

ISIN code (Institutional Acc)

LU0767911984 (D Acc)

Initial sales charge

5.00%

Yield to Maturity

1.6

2017

2018

2019

-1.20

4.29

1.49

0.80

-1.96

4.86

1.69

0.31

Important Information
Investment involves risk. The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up and an investor may get back
less than the amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future results.
Risk factors you should consider before investing:
• The fund invests in securities which are subject to the risk that the issuer may default on interest or capital payments.
• The fund price can go up or down daily for a variety of reasons including changes in interest rates, inflation expectations or the
perceived credit quality of individual countries or securities.
• The use of derivatives carries the risk of reduced liquidity, substantial loss and increased volatility in adverse market conditions,
such as a failure amongst market participants. The use of derivatives may result in the fund being leveraged (where market exposure
and thus the potential for loss by the fund exceeds the amount it has invested) and in these market conditions the effect of leverage
will be to magnify losses. The fund makes routine use of derivatives.
• The fund invests in high yielding bonds which carry a greater risk of default than those with lower yields
• A full list of the risks applicable to this Fund can be found in the Prospectus which is available at aberdeenstandard.com or upon request.
Aberdeen Standard Investments is a brand of the investment businesses of Aberdeen Asset Management and Standard
Life Investments.
Other Important Information

The fund is a Luxembourg-domiciled UCITS fund, incorporated as a Société Anonyme and organized as a Société d’Invetissement á Capital Variable (a “SICAV”).
The information contained in this marketing document is intended to be of general interest only and should not be considered as an offer, or solicitation, to deal in
the shares of any securities or financial instruments. The fund has been authorized for public sale in certain jurisdictions and private placement exemptions may be
available in others. It is not intended for distribution or use by any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of or located in any jurisdiction where such
distribution, publication or use would be prohibited.
No information, opinion or data in this document constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice and are not to be relied upon in making an investment or other
decision. This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to invest in the Fund. The offering of the shares of the Aberdeen Standard SICAV I Funds is
restricted in many jurisdictions and must not be marketed or offered in or to residents of any such jurisdictions unless such marketing or offering is made in
compliance with applicable exemptions for the private placement of collective investment schemes and other applicable jurisdictional rules and regulations. It is the
responsibility of every recipient to inform themselves and observe applicable regulations and restrictions in their jurisdiction. Before investing, investors should
consider carefully the investment objective, risks, charges, and expenses of a fund.
Prospective investors should read the prospectus carefully before investing. Subscriptions for shares in the Fund may only be made on the basis of the latest
prospectus and relevant Key Investor Information Document (KIID) which provides additional information as well as the risks of investing and may be obtained free
of charge from Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited, 10 Queens Terrace, Aberdeen, AB10 1XL, Scotland and are also available on aberdeenstandard.com.
In Switzerland for Standard Life Investments funds from the representative in Switzerland: Carnegie Fund Services S.A., 11, rue du Général-Dufour, CH-1204 Geneva,
Switzerland, web: www.carnegie-fund-services.ch. or from the Swiss Paying Agent, Banque Cantonale de Genève, 17, quai de l’Ile, CH-1204 Geneva. The last share
prices can be found onwww.fundinfo.com. In Switzerland for Aberdeen Standard funds (“AS”) these documents along with the Fund’s articles of association can be
obtained from the Fund’s Representative and Paying Agent, BNP Paribas Securities Services, Paris, succursale de Zurich, Selnaustrasse 16, CH 8002 Zürich,
Switzerland (Tel. 058 212 63 77).
In Italy: from Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited, Italian Branch, Via Dante 16, IT 20121, Milano, or from the Paying Agent, State Street Bank S.p.A, 10 Via Ferrante
Aporti, 20125 Milano and on www.aberdeenstandard.it.
In Germany from Aberdeen Standard Investments AG, Bockenheimer Landstraße 25, D-60325 Frankfurt am Main or from the Paying Agent - for Aberdeen funds
Marcard, Stein & Co. AG, Ballindamm 36, D-20095 Hamburg, for Standard Life Investments funds Deutsche Bank AG, Taunusanlage 12, 60325 Frankfurt am Main
- and on www.aberdeenstandard.de.
In Austria for Aberdeen Standard funds (“AS”) from the Fund’s Representative and Paying Agent Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich Aktiengesellschaft, Am Stadtpark
9, A-1030 Wien and on www.aberdeenstandard.at
Issued in the EU by Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. Registered Office:
10 Queen’s Terrace, Aberdeen AB10 1XL. Registered in Scotland No.108419. Issued in the EU by Aberdeen Standard Investments Ireland Limited. Registered in
Republic of Ireland (Company No.621721) at 2-4 Merrion Row, Dublin D02 WP23. Regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Issued in Switzerland by Aberdeen
Standard Investments (Switzerland) AG. Registered in Switzerland No. CHE-114.943.983. Registered Office: Schweizergasse 14, 8001 Zurich. Authorised by the Swiss
Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA).
Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances of each investor and may be subject to change in the future. You should obtain specific professional advice
before making any investment decision.
Standard Life Investments Limited is registered in Scotland (SC123321) at
1 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL. Standard Life Investments Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Calls may be monitored and/or recorded to protect both you and us and help with our training. www.standardlifeinvestments.com © 2018 Standard Life Aberdeen,
images reproduced under licence
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